
Curriculum Overview

Year 5

Autumn 1

English

In English and Reading lessons we will be reading the 

text: ‘There’s a boy in the Girl’s Bathroom’.  We will 

be writing a selection of text types, including 

recounts, story telling, descriptions and newspaper 

reports. We will also be carrying on with ‘Mrs 

Wordsmith’: learning new and exciting vocabulary 

every day to support a higher level of reading and 

writing. Grammar will focus on, among other things, 

using relative clauses and adding detail to sentences 

with adverbial starters. 

Maths

In Maths lessons we will be beginning with place 

value, looking at using larger numbers up to 

1,000,000 as well as negative numbers. We will apply 

this use of larger numbers to more complex 

calculations and reasoning activities. We will also be 

using TT Rockstars weekly, and will be encouraging 

the children to use this at home also to improve their 

speed of recall. 

Humanities

This term we will be doing a History topic: ‘Are 
all English people immigrants?’ This will look at 
various historical heritages of English people.

Science

Should we say sunrise and sunset? 

We will  be looking at the social system and how it’s 

laid out. We will be looking at evidence to show the 

earth is a sphere and how we discovered that all the 

planets revolve around the sun. We will look at the 

different planets in the solar system and describe 

some of their features. 

Music

We will be listening to different composers but look 

more precisely at the work of Holt – The Planets

MFL

We will be learning about hobbies and interests in 

French. 

Creative Arts

To link to our English text, we will be designing 

and creating toys, after first making  

observational drawings using different 

techniques for shading and creating 

perspective. We will also consider appropriate 

materials for our design and evaluate their 

effectiveness. 

PSHE

We will start looking at our Jigsaw programme 

which this terms focuses on ourselves and our 

place in the world.

RE

We will be considering who people choose to follow 

and why. What do people look for in leaders and 

others who inspire them?

Computing

We will be creating a simulation of the moon 

revolving around the sun using  the Scratch coding 

programme. We will be challenging ourselves to add 

an interactive element to this. 

PE

PE with be on Monday and Tuesday and both 

sessions will be with LG Sports who worked 

within the school last year. 


